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Hedging Deep Features for Visual Tracking
Yuankai Qi, Shengping Zhang, Lei Qin, Qingming Huang, Hongxun Yao, Jongwoo Lim, and Ming-Hsuan Yang
Abstract—Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been applied to visual tracking with demonstrated success in recent years.
Most CNN-based trackers utilize hierarchical features extracted from a certain layer to represent the target. However, features from a
certain layer are not always effective for distinguishing the target object from the backgrounds especially in the presence of
complicated interfering factors (e.g ., heavy occlusion, background clutter, illumination variation, and shape deformation). In this work,
we propose a CNN-based tracking algorithm which hedges deep features from different CNN layers to better distinguish target objects
and background clutters. Correlation filters are applied to feature maps of each CNN layer to construct a weak tracker, and all weak
trackers are hedged into a strong one. For robust visual tracking, we propose a hedge method to adaptively determine weights of weak
classifiers by considering both the difference between the historical as well as instantaneous performance, and the difference among
all weak trackers over time. In addition, we design a Siamese network to define the loss of each weak tracker for the proposed hedge
method. Extensive experiments on large benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm against the
state-of-the-art tracking methods.
Index Terms—Visual tracking, convolutional neural network, adaptive hedge, Siamese network.
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I NTRODUCTION

V

tracking is a fundamental problem in computer
vision which has attracted increasing attention over
the last decades [1], [2]. It is widely used in numerous
applications such as surveillance [3], [4], human-computer
interaction [5], autonomous driving [6], [7], and motion
analysis [8], to name a few. Visual tracking aims to estimate
the states (e.g., location, scale, and motion) of a target object
in a sequence of images after specifying the initial position
and extent in the first frame. While significant efforts have
been made in the past decades, developing a robust tracking
algorithm for complicated scenarios is still a challenging
task due to numerous factors such as heavy occlusion,
pose changes, scale variations, shape deformations, camera
motions, fast movements, and illumination conditions [9],
[10].
Existing object tracking approaches mainly focus on
either designing effective classification models [11]–[14]
or extracting robust features [15]–[17]. Recently, numerous
methods based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
have been proposed [18]–[21]. Empirical studies using a
large object tracking benchmark [22] show that the CNNISUAL
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based trackers perform well against methods using handcrafted features such as SIFT [23], HOG [16], and color
histogram [24].
Despite achieving state-of-the-art performance, existing
CNN-based trackers typically represent target objects only
using features from one layer, e.g., the fully connected one,
which are capable of capturing rich category-level semantic
information but not always effective to accurately locate the
target object due to low resolution feature maps. Figure 1
shows tracking results obtained by using CNN features
extracted from different convolutional layers, and hedge
features by the proposed algorithm. The red and green
bounding boxes denote the tracking results and ground
truth, respectively. The features from the last layer are not
optimal for visual tracking as they do not capture spatial
details of the target object. These details captured by the
first few layers are crucial to visual tracking as they facilitate accurate localization of the target object [25]. On
the other hand, as features from the first few layers are
more generic rather than discriminative as those from latter
layers, tracking methods based on features from the first few
layers are likely to fail in challenging scenarios, as shown in
the second and the third rows. Furthermore, in challenging
scenarios such as heavy occlusions as shown in the last row
of Figure 1, the target object (occluded by the person in the
center) can be tracked by the proposed algorithm using a
combination of features from different layers.
For visual tracking, it is of great interest to combine
features from different layers to best represent and separate
foreground objects from background clutter. In [25], features
from different layers of a CNN are used for visual tracking.
Nevertheless, features are combined with the same weights
for all scenarios and thus it may not perform well for
challenging scenarios as demonstrated in this work (see
Section 4.5).
In this paper, we propose a CNN-based tracking algorithm which first constructs weak trackers by applying
correlation filters to the features from different layers, and
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Fig. 1. Tracking results obtained by separately using CNN features extracted from six different convolutional layers of the VGGNet (with 19 layers)
and by combining all features via the proposed adaptive hedge algorithm on representative frames of four sequences with different challenging
factors. Red and green boxes denote the tracking results and ground truth, respectively. The tracking results by the proposed algorithm are more
accurate than the ones obtained by using features only from one single layer.

then combines all the weak trackers into a stronger one
using an online decision-theoretical hedge algorithm. The
hedge algorithm [26] is developed for online decisiontheoretic learning problems in a multi-expert multi-round
setting, which defines the regret of an expert as the difference between the loss of this expert and the weighted
average loss of all experts. In each round, it uses a regret
to measure the performance of an expert and generates
the corresponding weight of the expert based on its cumulative regret (accumulated from the first round to the
current round). The final decision of the current round is
the weighted predictions from all experts. While it performs
well in numerous tasks, the existing hedge method is less
effective for visual tracking where multiple weak trackers
are used because it does not consider two crucial factors
when computing the cumulative regret of weak classifiers.
First, a target object usually undergoes large appearance
changes throughout a video, which means that the historical
regret should be taken into consideration with a varying
proportion over time (rather than a static regret model for
all experts). Second, since each weak tracker exploits CNN
features extracted from different layers and thus represents
a target object in different aspects, it is not effective to
utilize the same proportion of the historical regret for all
component trackers.
To address these issues, we propose an adaptive cumulative regret model for visual tracking. The proposed
model determines the weight for each weak tracker by

considering both the difference between the historical as
well as instantaneous regrets, and the difference among all
component trackers over time. In addition, a reliable loss
measurement of each weak tracker plays an important role
in the hedge algorithm. In this work, we design a Siamese
network to measure the appearance similarity between a
target template and each tracking result.
We make the following contributions in the proposed
hedge deep tracker (HDT∗ 1 ) in this work:
•

•

•

•

In contrast to existing CNN-based tracking methods
which use features from either one or multiple layers
with fixed weights, we propose an online tracking
algorithm which adaptively combines weak CNNbased trackers from various convolutional layers.
We develop a hedge algorithm for visual tracking by
adaptively determining the proportion of instantaneous regret of each weak tracker over time.
We design a Siamese network to measure the appearance similarity between a target template and each
tracking result, which provides reliable input for the
hedge algorithm.
We carry out extensive experiments on large benchmark datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm with comparisons to the stateof-the-art tracking methods.

1. We use HDT to refer to the preliminary work [27].
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Fig. 2. Main steps of the proposed HDT∗ . When a new frame arrives,
we first extract CNN features of the region of interest from different convolutional layers with the pre-trained VGGNet (19 layers), and then each
weak tracker computes correlation filter responses using features from
one specific layer (Section 3.2). Finally, these responses are combined
together by the proposed adaptive hedge algorithm and produce the
ultimate target location (Section 3.3 and 3.4).

Compared to the preliminary results [27], we make several extensions in this work. First, we design a loss function
using a Siamese network to measure the appearance similarity between a target template and each tracking result,
and consider the Euclidean distance between the target
positions obtained by the hedged tracker and each weak
one. Second, we propose a cumulative regret model, which
adaptively determines the proportion of historical regrets
by considering both the strength and trend of performance
change over time. Third, we develop a one-degree potential
function instead of the quadratic one, which leads to a
smoother weight distribution over weak trackers. Fourth,
we add a scale search step to handle size variations in
the proposed tracking algorithm. Experimental results show
that all these extensions contribute to the performance gain
of over the HDT method in the preliminary work.

2

R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we discuss the tracking methods closely related to this work in proper context. Comprehensive reviews
on visual tracking approaches can be found in [1], [2].
Correlation filter based trackers. Correlation filters are
introduced to visual tracking due to their computational
efficiency in training and testing, with a ridge regression
model in the case of large amounts of samples [13], [28], [29].
These methods approximate the dense sampling scheme by
generating a circulant matrix, of which each row denotes a
vectorized sample. With this representation, the regression
model can be solved in the Fourier domain efficiently. Bolme
et al. [28] develop the minimum output sum of squared
error method to learn robust filters where intensity features
are used for object representation. In [13], Henriques et
al. propose a tracking algorithm based on correlation filters
by introducing kernel methods and using ridge regression.
Subsequently a method that extends the input features
from a single channel to multiple channels (e.g., HOG) is
presented [29]. Danelljan et al. [30] present an approach that
searches over the scale space for correlation filters to handle
large variation in object size. In [31], Danelljan et al. improve

3

the standard correlation filters by introducing the spatial
regularization to mitigate the unwanted boundary effects.
All the above-mentioned methods use only one correlation
filter for visual tracking. In contrast, Ma et al. [25] utilize
features from three convolutional layers to exploit both
semantic information and spatial details for visual tracking.
However, the weights of these correlation filters are fixed
during tracking. In this work, we exploit the computational efficiency of correlation filters to construct component
trackers using features from several convolutional layers.
To integrate the component trackers into a stronger one,
we propose a hedge algorithm to adaptively determine the
decision weights for each component tracker.
CNN-based trackers. Hierarchical features learned from
CNNs have been shown to be effective for numerous vision
tasks, e.g., image classification and object recognition [32]–
[35] in recent years. Numerous methods have since been
proposed to exploit CNN features [18]–[21], [36], [37] for
visual tracking. Fan et al. [19] utilize a pre-trained deep
network for human tracking whereas Wang and Yeung [18]
design an autoencoder network to learn representative features for generic objects. In [36], Hong et al. construct a
discriminative model with features from the first fullyconnected layer of R-CNN [38] and a generative model with
saliency maps for visual tracking. In [37], Nam and Han
train a multi-domain network (MDNet) using a large set
of videos, where each domain corresponds to an individual
sequence. While these methods are effective for visual tracking, features from different layers are not analyzed or combined. In contrast, Wang et al. [21] design a CNN containing
two subnetworks to exploit features from two different
convolutional layers. One subnetwork is for capturing general target information and the other for capturing specific
target information. Nevertheless, the computational load is
high due to the complicated architecture. In this paper, we
exploit the computational efficiency of correlation filters and
representation strength of CNN features to construct an
ensemble tracker. We regard each component tracker that
uses CNN features from one layer as a weak expert and
integrate them adaptively via the proposed hedge algorithm
for visual tracking.
Ensemble trackers. Numerous approaches have been developed to combine multiple component trackers for visual
tracking based on hand-craft features [11], [39]–[43]. Within
the boosting framework [44], ensemble methods [11], [39],
[41] incrementally train each component tracker to classify
training samples that are not correctly classified in the
previous iteration. Recently, Wang and Yeung [40] develop
an ensemble tracking method based on a factorial Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) where a conditional particle filter
is used to infer the reliability of each component. In [43],
Tomas et al. also utilize HMM to fuse multiple trackers,
where the confidence of each tracker is estimated using a
beta distribution with learned parameters. Bailer et al. [42]
employ the trajectory optimization and distance minimization over both the positions and sizes of bounding boxes
predicted by component trackers to filter out the final tracking result from the outputs of multiple trackers. Different
from prior works, we consider visual tracking as a decisiontheoretic online learning task [26] to infer the tracked target
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using decisions from multiple expert trackers based on CNN
features. In each round, an expert makes a decision and the
final decision is determined by the weighted decisions from
all components. We show in this work that the proposed
adaptive hedge algorithm facilitates robust visual tracking.

and the symbol denotes the element-wise product.
The optimization problem in (2) has a closed form solution, which can be efficiently computed in the Fourier
domain by
k
W∗,∗,d
=

3
3.1

P ROPOSED A LGORITHM
Overview

We describe the main steps of the proposed approach in Figure 2. When a new frame arrives, the pre-trained VGGNet
with 19 layers [33] is used to extract feature maps of convolutional layers from the region containing the target object,
which encode visual information at different resolutions and
semantic levels. Next, each feature map is convolved with a
correlation filter to generate the response map, from which
a weak tracker is constructed. All weak trackers are then
combined into a stronger one using the proposed adaptive
hedge algorithm, which exploits the representation strength
of multiple CNN layers.
The proposed adaptive hedge algorithm determines decision weights for weak trackers based on the performance
loss. The loss is computed based on appearance similarity and disagreement between weak trackers. We present
a Siamese network to measure the appearance similarity
between a target template and tracked results by weak
trackers. In addition, we consider the disagreement in terms
of central location between weak experts and the hedge
tracker. To generate proper weights for weak trackers, it is
crucial to vary the proportion of instantaneous regret of each
tracker over time. In this work, we propose an adaptive
cumulative regret model to adjust the relative proportion
between historical and instantaneous regrets of each weak
tracker.
3.2

CNN-Based Weak Trackers

In this work, a weak tracker is constructed based on a correlation filter and CNN features from one layer. Taking both
representation strength and run-time performance into account, the VGGNet (19 weight layers) [33] is used to extract
features as opposed to other CNNs such as AlexNet [32],
CaffeNet [45], and GoogleNet [46]. Correlation filter based
trackers [13], [28]–[31] exploit the circulant structure of training and test samples for significant speed-up with negligible
loss of accuracy. Let X k ∈ RP ×Q×D denote the extracted
feature map of P × Q pixels and D channels from the k th convolutional layer, and Y ∈ RP ×Q represent the 2D
Gaussian shape label matrix defined by

i2 + j 2
= exp (−
),
2σ 2

Yi,j
(1)
√
where σ = 0.025 P × Q is proportional to the feature map
size. Let X k = F(X k ) and Y = F(Y ), where F(·) denotes
the Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT). The k -th filter
can be modeled in the Fourier domain by
W k = argmin kY − X k · Wk2F + λkWk2F ,

(2)

W

where

Xk · W =

XD
d=1

k
X∗,∗,d

W∗,∗,d ,

(3)

4

Xk

Y
· Xk + λ

k
X∗,∗,d
.

(4)

Given the test data T k from the output of the k -th layer,
we first transform it to the Fourier domain T k = F(T k ),
and then compute the response by

S k = F −1 (T k · W k ),

(5)

where F −1 denotes the inverse of DFT.
The k -th weak tracker predicts the target position with
the largest response

(xk , y k ) = argmax S k (x0 , y 0 ).
x0 ,y 0

3.3

(6)

Loss of Each Component Tracker

The hedge algorithm [26] is proposed for decision-theoretic
online learning problems in a multi-expert multi-round
setting. Given the initial confidence weights of all experts
in the current round, the final decision is made based on the
weighted prediction of all experts. Based on the loss of each
expert, the corresponding weight is updated accordingly.
For visual tracking, it is natural to treat each CNN-based
tracker as an expert and predict the target position in the
t-th frame by
XK
(x∗t , yt∗ ) =
wtk · (xkt , ytk ),
(7)
k=1

where wtk
PK
k
k=1 wt

is the weight of k -th expert at time t such that
= 1. Once the target position is predicted, the
loss of each expert is computed and used by the adaptive
hedge algorithm described in the next section to update the
weights of all experts.
To exploit both appearance and spatial information, we
use two metrics to compute the loss of each tracker. First,
we use the appearance difference A(k, t) between a target
template and the tracked target. Second, we use the center
location difference D(k, t) between the estimated position
(xkt , ytk ) of an expert and the target position (x∗t , yt∗ ) via the
proposed hedge algorithm.
The loss of the k -th component tracker at frame t is
defined as

`kt = (1 − β)A(k, t), +βD(k, t),
A(k, t) = 1 − S(T, Rtk ),
q
1
D(k, t) =
(xkt − x∗t )2 + (ytk − yt∗ )2 ,
Γ

(8)
(9)
(10)

where S(·, ·) measures the similarity between two images
using the proposed similarity Siamese network (SSN). In
addition, T is the target template specified in the first frame,
Rtk is the tracked target region
in the t-th frame obtained by
PK
the k -th expert, and Γ = k=1 D(k, t) is the normalization
factor.
The architecture of the similarity Siamese network is
shown in Figure 3, where local response normalization
(LRN), max pooling (MAXPooling), and rectifier linear unit
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expert k incurs a loss `kt , and the hedge algorithm incurs the
PK
expected loss `¯t = k=1 wtk `kt . The instantaneous regret to

Appearance Similarity
Sigmoid

an expert k is

rtk = `¯t − `kt .

FC 6

(11)

FC 5

The goal of the hedge algorithm is to minimize the cumulative regret

Concatenate

Normalize
Normal
ize

FC 4

k
+ rtk ,
Rtk = Rt−1

Normalize
Normal
ize

CONV 3

FC 4
CONV 3

CONV 2

CONV 2

CONV 1

CONV 1

Fig. 3. The proposed similarity Siamese network takes two image and
computes appearance similarity. The convolutional layers and the FC4
layer of these two streams share the same weights, respectively.
TABLE 1
Architecture of proposed similarity Siamese network.
KernelSize

Stride

OutputNum.

7x7
2
96
–
–
LocalSize: 5, Alpha: 0.0005, Beta: 0.75
3x3
2
MAX

CONV2
ReLU
LRN
Pooling

5x5
2
256
–
–
LocalSize: 5, Alpha: 0.0005, Beta: 0.75
3x3
2
MAX

µkt

CONV3
ReLU
LRN

3x3
1
512
–
–
LocalSize: 5, Alpha: 0.0005, Beta: 0.75

σtk

FC4
FC5
FC6
Sigmoid

3x3
1x1
1x1
–

LOSS

512
512
1
–

t
X
1
`k ,
∆t τ =t−∆t+1 τ
v
u
t
X
u 1
(`k − µkt )2 .
= t
∆t − 1 τ =t−∆t+1 τ

=

Online Adaptive Hedge Algorithm

The hedge algorithm [26] generates a weight distribution
(wt1 , · · · , wtK ) over all experts 1, 2, · · · , K in round t. Each

(13)

(14)

The performance of the k -th expert at time t is measured by

skt =

EuclideanLoss

(ReLu) layers are omitted for clarity. To reduce the computational load, we use a shallow network with three convolutional and three fully-connected layers. To obtain better
representative features with such a shallow architecture,
we concatenate features from two streams at two different
levels: features from CONV2 and features from FC4. This
design enables the input for the FC5 layer to encode both
low-level texture and high-level semantic visual information. Similar to [37], we also use convolving operations
to implement the fully-connected layers for robust performance. The network configuration is shown in Table 1.
3.4

to any expert k , for any round of t. Note that the historical
k
and instantaneous regrets, Rt−1
and rtk , contribute equally
in the loss function as shown in (12).
Although the hedge algorithm [26] performs well on
several problems, it is less effective for real-world tracking
tasks since it does not consider two crucial factors. First,
the appearance of a target object is likely to change significantly throughout a video, which means the historical regret
should be taken into consideration with a varying proportion over time. Second, since each weak tracker exploits
CNN features extracted from multiple layers and represents
a target object in different aspects, it is not effective to
utilize the same proportion of the historical regret for all
component trackers.
To address these issues, we propose an adaptive cumulative regret model which considers both the difference
between the historical as well as instantaneous regrets, and
the difference among all component trackers over time. As
the object appearance usually does not change significantly
in a short time period, we model the loss of each expert `k
during the recent time window ∆t via a Gaussian distribution with mean µkt and standard variance σtk ,

CONV1
ReLU
LRN
Pooling

1
1
1
-

(12)

`kt − µkt
.
σtk

(15)

A large positive skt indicates that this expert tends to perform worse in the short duration. Therefore, we should
compute its cumulative regret mainly based on its historical
regret. In contrast, a small negative skt means that this expert
tends to perform well. Therefore, we should put a large
weight on its instantaneous regret. Based on these observations, in this work we compute the adaptive cumulative
regret for each expert as

Rtk

k
= Rt−1
+ `¯t − αtk `kt ,

(16)

αtk

= tanh(γskt ),

(17)

where γ is a scale factor that controls the shape of the
hyperbolic tangent function (17) as shown in Figure 4.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive
cumulative regret model compared to the existing one (12)
in Section 4.3.2.
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Algorithm 1: Hedged deep tracking
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Fig. 4. Shape of the hyperbolic tangent function (17) is controlled by
parameter γ . A smaller value of γ makes the function smoother. On the
other hand, it becomes a step function when a large value of γ is used.
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In [26], the potential function φ(Rtk , ct ) is computed
based on the quadratic regret,

φ(Rtk , ct ) = exp (

([Rtk ]+ )2
),
2ct

(18)

where [Rtk ]+ denotes max {0, Rtk } and ct is a scale param([Rtk ]+ )2
1 PK
) = e. The
eter computed by solving K
k=1 exp (
2ct
new weights can be set proportional to the first-derivative
of the potential function,
k
wt+1
∝

[Rtk ]+
ct

exp

([Rtk ]+ )2
2ct

.

(19)

As mentioned in [26], there are only a small portion of all
experts which have important weights. When applying the
potential function (18) to visual tracking, where only a total
of six experts are used, we empirically observe that only one
or two experts play important roles in the decision process.
To let more experts play important roles during the decision
process, we improve the potential function based on the
one-degree regret,

φ(Rtk , ct ) = exp

[Rtk ]+
.
ct

(20)

The new weights can be set proportional to its firstderivative,
(
Rtk
1
k
exp
k
c
ct , Rt > 0,
t
(21)
wt+1 ∝
0,
Rtk 6 0,
[Rtk ]+
1 PK
where K
k=1 exp ( ct ) = e. The new weights generated
by (21) are smoother than that generated by (19) as demonstrated in Section 4.3.3.

3.5

Model Update

Since the feature maps of the VGGNet have up to 512
channels, retraining the ridge regression models with the
newly collected samples is impractical, especially when the
amount of the training data becomes large over time. In
practice, we use an incremental update strategy similar to
that in [30] which only uses new samples X̄ k collected in
the current frame to partially update the previous models
k
Z∗,∗,d

Wtk

6

Y
k
X̄∗,∗,d
,
· X̄ k + λ
k
= (1 − η)Wt−1
+ ηZtk .

=

X̄ k

(22)
(23)

For presentation clarity, we summarize the main steps of
the proposed hedge deep tracking method in Algorithm 1.

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

4

Input: initial weights w11 , · · · , w1K ; target position (x1 , y1 )
in the 1st frame; VGGNet-19; R1k = 0, `k1 = 0;
Crop interested image region;
Initiate K weak experts using (4);
for t = 2, 3, · · · do
Exploit the VGGNet-19 to obtain K representations;
Compute correlation filter responses using (5);
Find target position predicted by each expert
using (6);
if t 6= 2 then
Compute ultimate position using (7);
else
Set ultimate position as that in the 1st frame (this
approximation operation has slight influence on
the performance as the motion between the first
two frames is generally negligible.);
end
Compute loss of each expert using (8);
Update stability models using (13) and (14);
Measure the tendency of each expert using (15);
Compute adaptive proportion of historical regret for
each expert using (17);
Update cumulative regret of each expert using (16);
Update decision weights for each expert using (21)
and normalize them to have a sum of 1;
end

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

In this section, we present extensive experimental evaluations of the proposed HDT∗ algorithm on the visual tracking
OTB100 [9] and VOT2016 [47] benchmark datasets. We
first describe the implementation details and the evaluation
protocols. Then, we demonstrate the effectiveness of each
component of the proposed hedge deep tracker with an
ablation study. Next, we present the sensitivity analysis
of two key parameters. Finally, we report experimental
evaluations of the proposed algorithm against the stateof-the-art tracking methods. Preliminary results and source
code of this work are presented in [27]. The source code
and trained models of the HDT∗ will be made available
to the public. Supplementary results including videos and
figures can be found at https://github.com/YuankaiQi/
Hedging-features-for-visual-tracking.
4.1

Implementation Details

Feature extraction for weak trackers. We use the VGGNet [33] with 19 layers (16 convolutional layers and 3
fully-connected layers) to extract features. The feature maps
from six convolutional layers (10th-12th and 14th-16th) are
used to represent objects. Given an image frame with a
search window of Zh × Zw pixels (e.g., 2 times of the target
object size), we resize all the feature maps to a fixed spatial
size of Z4h × Z4w pixels. These settings are set based on the
consideration of feature diversities and computational load
for visual tracking.
Training set for SSN. Similar to the settings of the
MDNet [37], the proposed SSN is trained using 58 image sequences from the VOT2013 [48], VOT2014 [49], and
VOT2015 [22] databases excluding the same ones in the
OTB100 [9] dataset. In each frame, 128 image regions are
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Fig. 5. Precision and success plots using OPE for the ablation analysis
on the SSN appearance loss (denoted by A) and the Euclidean distance
loss (denoted by D). In this plot, HDT∗D denotes HDT∗ without using
the Euclidean loss, and likewise HDT∗A denotes HDT∗ without using the
appearance loss.

Fig. 6. Precision and success plots using OPE for the ablation analysis
on the adaptive cumulative regret (denoted by AR) and one-degree
potential function (denoted by ODP). In this plot, HDT∗AR is obtained
by replacing AR with the original one (12), and HDT∗ODP is obtained by
replacing ODP with the original one (18).

sampled with the same size as the ground truth while overlapping at least 60% with the ground truth. Each sampled
image region and ground truth form one training pair. The
Euclidean loss `(y, v) = ky − vk2 is adopted, where v is the
predicted real-valued score of the input training pair and
y is the intersection over union of this pair of regions. As
such, we obtain a total of 2,531,840 training pairs on the
whole image sequences for regression. We randomly select
20% of all training pairs as the validation set and the rest as
the training set.

All the experiments are carried out with the same parameters discussed above. Implemented in MATLAB, the
HDT∗ runs at an average of 1.4 frames per second using the
OTB100 dataset on a machine with an Intel I7-4790K CPU,
16GB RAM, and a GeForce GTX780Ti GPU. The state-ofthe-art MDNet method runs at 1.1 frames per second on the
same machine.

Optimization of SSN. We implement the proposed SSN
using the Caffe toolbox [50] and the stochastic gradient
descent scheme with momentum. The weights of convolutional layers are initialized as in MDNet [37], which is
trained using the same image sequences as HDT∗ . The
weights of the fully-connected layers are randomly initialized using the Xavier algorithm [51]. The network converges
after approximately 900K iterations with the initial learning
rate 0.001. The learning rate is set to decrease in an order of
magnitude every 80K iterations until reaching 10−8 and is
then unchanged. The weight decay factor and momentum
are set to 0.0005 and 0.9, respectively.
Scale search. Correlation filter responses are more sensitive to scale variation than spatial translation [31]. For
robust visual tracking, we first search for the optimal scale
and then locate the target. To reduce the computational
load, the searching operation is performed on the scale set
E = {0.97, 0.98, 0.99, 1.00, 1.01, 1.02, 1.03} using features
extracted only from the 2nd and the 12th layers of the
VGGNet. In practice we observe that HDT∗ performs well
with this setting as a tradeoff between scale estimation
precision and time cost. The optimal scale is obtained by
2nd
12th
2nd
12th
SCt = argmaxi∈E Si,t
+ Si,t
, where Si,t
and Si,t
denote the correlation filter responses computed with features
from the 2nd and the 12th convolutional layers at frame t,
respectively.
HDT∗ parameters. The tradeoff parameter λ in (2) is set to
10−4 ; the time window ∆t in (13) is set to 5; the scale factor
γ in (17) is set to 0.25; the learning rate η in (23) is set to
0.01; and the initial weights of six component trackers are
equally set to 1/6. We demonstrate that the proposed HDT∗
is robust to the initial weights in Section 4.4.

4.2

Evaluation Protocols

The tracking methods are evaluated by the success and
precision plots in one-pass evaluation (OPE) [9]. In addition, we also use the spatial robustness evaluation (SRE),
and temporal robustness evaluation (TRE) protocols on
the OTB100 datasets to better assess tracking performance.
We note existing methods are often evaluated only on the
OTB50 or OTB100 datasets with the OPE protocol rather
than using SRE or TRE metrics as these experiments require
extensive computational loads. The success rate of a tracker
is the proportion of the successful frames with an overlap
rate larger than a given threshold. The trackers in success
plots are ranked based on the area under the curve (AUC).
The precision is an average of Euclidean distance in pixels
between the center points of the tracked and the ground
truth boxes. The trackers in precision plots are ranked based
on the center location error at a threshold of 20 pixels. For
the VOT2016 dataset, the expected average overlap (EAO)
metric is used for performance evaluation.
4.3

Ablation Analysis

The adaptive hedge algorithm proposed in this paper is
composed of three important parts including expert loss (8),
adaptive cumulative regret (16), and one-degree potential
function (20). To analyze each component, we conduct an
ablation study on the OTB50 dataset [10]. When the adaptive
hedge algorithm is applied to visual tracking, the effectiveness of each component tracker is also evaluated.
4.3.1 Expert Loss
The expert loss (8) consists of SSN appearance loss (9) and
Euclidean distance loss (10). To evaluate the effectiveness
of these two losses, we compare the proposed method with
its two variants: HDT∗A and HDT∗D , which are obtained by
removing SSN appearance loss and Euclidean distance loss
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TABLE 3
AUC score and precision at a threshold of 20 pixels for the ablation
analysis on the adaptive cumulative regret (AR) and one-degree
potential (ODP) models.

AUC
Precision

HDT∗
0.698
0.913

HDT∗
AR
0.663
0.875

HDT∗
ODP
0.675
0.886

TABLE 4
Sensitivity analysis of γ in terms of AUC score and precision at a
threshold of 20 pixels on the OTB100 and VOT2014 datasets.

OTB100

VOT2014

Fig. 7. Weight distributions on component trackers generated by the
original potential function (18) and the proposed one (20), respectively,
on the Deer sequence. The top images show that the target is challenged by scale variation, occlusion, and deformation. The middle figure
shows the weights obtained using the original potential function (18).
The bottom figure shows the weights obtained using the proposed
potential function (20). The x-axis denotes frame indices, y-axis the
names of component trackers, and z-axis the values of weights. Here,
HDT∗ 16 denotes the component tracker using features extracted only
from the 16th convolutional layer, and likewise for the others.

TABLE 2
AUC score and precision at a threshold of 20 pixels for the ablation
analysis on the SSN appearance (denoted by A) and Euclidean
distance (denoted by D) losses.

AUC
Precision

HDT∗
0.698
0.913

HDT∗
A
0.670
0.881

HDT∗
D
0.684
0.897

from the proposed method, respectively. The comparison
results are shown in Figure 5 and Table 2. As shown in
Table 2, the success rate of the proposed HDT∗ is decreased
by 3% without using the SSN appearance loss, and by 1%
without using the Euclidean distance loss. These results
demonstrate that both two losses facilitate the HDT∗ to
perform better, and the appearance loss plays a more important role. Figure 5 shows comprehensive comparisons at
all thresholds.

4.3.2

Adaptive Cumulative Regret

We evaluate the proposed tracking method against its variant HDT∗AR , which uses the original cumulative regret (12)
to replace our adaptive cumulative regret (16). As shown
in Figure 6 and Table 3, the proposed adaptive cumulative
regret contributes to more accurate tracking results. Specifically, HDT∗ outperforms HDT∗AR by about 4% in terms of
both the AUC and precision metrics. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive cumulative
regret.

γ

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

Mean

StdDev

AUC

0.671

0.668

0.669

0.675

0.687

0.674

0.667

0.674

0.667

0.6724

0.0063

Precision 0.898

0.893

0.894

0.906

0.912

0.898

0.891

0.899

0.886

0.8974

0.0078

0.517

0.518

0.519

0.519

0.522

0.523

0.520

0.520

0.514

0.5191

0.0027

Precision 0.682

0.691

0.694

0.683

0.690

0.695

0.693

0.688

0.676

0.6880

0.0064

AUC

4.3.3 One-degree Potential Function
We evaluate the proposed tracking method against its variant HDT∗ODP , which uses the original quadratic potential
function (18) (instead of the proposed one-degree potential
function (20)). Table 3 shows that HDT∗ achieves about
a 3% improvements over HDT∗ODP in terms of both precision and AUC metrics. This improvement demonstrates
that the proposed one-degree potential function generates
more effective weights for all component trackers than the
quadratic one. We also present an intuitive weight distributions generated by these two potential functions in Figure 7
where the proposed potential helps achieve better tracking
performance (0.57 vs. 0.52 in terms of average overlap rate,
and 38.4 vs. 56.2 in terms of average center location error
in pixels). This can be attributed to the smooth weight
distributions, which enable HDT∗ to better exploit features
from different CNN layers.
4.3.4 Component Trackers
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed tracking
method based on hedging features, we compare HDT∗
against its component trackers which use features from different CNN layers. The component trackers are denoted by
HDT∗10 , HDT∗11 , HDT∗12 , HDT∗14 , HDT∗15 , and HDT∗16 , where
the number denotes the features from which convolutional
layer are used.
Figure 8 shows the experimental results using the OTB50
dataset. The proposed HDT∗ outperforms any component
tracker by 4% in terms of the success rate metric and
2% by the precision metric. These results demonstrate the
effectiveness of tracking method which computes weights
for weak trackers based on an adaptive cumulative regret
model, a SSN appearance loss model, and a one-degree
potential function.
4.4

Sensitivity Analysis

Scale factor γ for adaptive cumulative regrets. Table 4
shows the tracking results using different values of γ of (17)
ranging from 0.05 to 0.45 on the OTB100 and VOT2014
datasets, respectively. We exclude values larger than 0.45 as
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OTB100

Initial Weight
HDT∗
10
HDT∗
11
HDT∗
12
HDT∗
14
HDT∗
15
HDT∗
16

0.0667
0.675
0.675
0.676
0.677
0.677
0.677

0.0867
0.675
0.675
0.678
0.672
0.677
0.677

0.1067
0.678
0.677
0.678
0.679
0.676
0.676

0.1267
0.675
0.675
0.674
0.672
0.675
0.674

0.1467
0.681
0.679
0.682
0.679
0.682
0.677

0.1667
0.687
0.687
0.687
0.687
0.687
0.687

0.1867
0.683
0.680
0.681
0.683
0.684
0.684

0.2067
0.677
0.674
0.674
0.678
0.675
0.671

0.2267
0.678
0.678
0.677
0.678
0.680
0.679

0.2467
0.672
0.677
0.675
0.672
0.672
0.672

0.2667
0.675
0.674
0.676
0.678
0.678
0.678

Mean
0.6778
0.6774
0.6780
0.6777
0.6785
0.6775

Dev.
0.0041
0.0036
0.0038
0.0044
0.0042
0.0045

VOT2014

TABLE 5
Sensitivity analysis of the proposed HDT∗ to initial weights (0.1667, 0.1667, 0.1667, 0.1667, 0.1667, 0.1667) of six component trackers (HDT∗10 ,
HDT∗11 , HDT∗12 , HDT∗14 , HDT∗15 , and HDT∗16 ) on the OTB100 and VOT2014 datasets in terms of AUC. The results in each row are obtained by
disturbing the initial weight of the corresponding component tracker while unchanging the initial weights of all the remaining component trackers.

HDT∗
10
HDT∗
11
HDT∗
12
HDT∗
14
HDT∗
15
HDT∗
16

0.525
0.525
0.525
0.519
0.519
0.519

0.521
0.521
0.521
0.525
0.526
0.526

0.521
0.521
0.521
0.526
0.526
0.526

0.525
0.526
0.525
0.521
0.521
0.521

0.535
0.521
0.521
0.519
0.519
0.519

0.526
0.526
0.526
0.526
0.526
0.526

0.525
0.526
0.526
0.525
0.526
0.526

0.526
0.526
0.526
0.526
0.525
0.525

0.522
0.522
0.522
0.523
0.523
0.523

0.525
0.526
0.526
0.519
0.519
0.519

0.526
0.527
0.525
0.523
0.523
0.523

0.5252
0.5243
0.5240
0.5229
0.5230
0.5230

0.0036
0.0023
0.0021
0.0028
0.0029
0.0029
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Initial weights for component trackers. Based on grid
search (i.e., parameter sweep), we determine that the proposed algorithm performs best when all the six component
trackers have the same initial weight, i.e., 0.1667. For sensitivity analysis, we perturb the initial weight of a component tracker significantly while keeping initial weights
of other component trackers unchanged. The perturbations
are around the optimal value 0.1667, e.g., the initial weight
is disturbed from 0.0667 to 0.2667 with a step size 0.02.
The tracking results on the OTB100 and VOT2014 datasets
are shown in Table 5 in terms of the AUC metric. When
changing the initial weight of each component tracker, the
AUC score varies around 0.678 with a small standard deviation 0.004 on the OTB100 dataset. On the VOT2014 dataset,
the AUC score varies around 0.524 with a small standard
deviation 0.003. These results demonstrate the proposed
algorithm is insensitive to initial weights within a wide
range and across datasets.
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Fig. 9. Experimental results of HDT* and three ensemble methods as
well as three baseline methods on the OTB100 dataset.

4.5
otherwise the hyperbolic tangent function is close to a step
function, which does not have smooth non-linear properties.
Table 4 shows that as γ changes from 0.05 to 0.45, both
the AUC scores and the precisions on the OTB100 dataset
perturb around 0.672 and 0.897 with small standard deviations 0.006 and 0.008, respectively. On the VOT2014 dataset,
the AUC scores and the precisions perturb around 0.519
and 0.688 with small standard deviations 0.003 and 0.006,
respectively. These results demonstrate that the proposed
algorithm is not sensitive to γ within a wide range and
across datasets.

HDT∗ [0.687]
EBT [0.643]
STF [0.643]
HDTf [0.643]
MEEM [0.641]
HDTo [0.628]
HDTr [0.625]

Overlap threshold

Location error threshold

Fig. 8. Experimental results of HDT∗ and its component trackers on the
OTB50 dataset.

Precision
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Success rate

1

Precision

Success rate

Success plots of OPE
1

4.5.1

Comparisons to the State-of-the-art Trackers
Quantitative Evaluation

Comparison with ensemble methods. We evaluate the
proposed HDT∗ against three recently published ensemble
methods: STF [42], MEEM [14], and EBT [40] as well as
three baselines: (1) HDTf that combines component trackers
using fixed weights learned in the second frame; (2) HDTr
that combines component trackers using random weights;
and (3) HDTo that learns a correlation filter tracker using
the concatenated features of all six CNN layers. For fair
comparisons, all of these ensemble methods uses the same
component trackers as HDT∗ .
Figure 9 shows the OPE results on the OTB100 dataset,
which indicate that the proposed HDT∗ outperforms
MEEM, EBT and STF, by about 6% in terms of precision
and 4% in terms of success rate. In addition, HDT∗ also
outperforms the three baseline methods by about 7% and
4% in terms of the same metrics. Overall, these results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed HDT∗ .
Comparison with CNN-based methods. We evaluate the
proposed HDT∗ against: 1) five state-of-the-art CNN-based
trackers including MDNet [37], CFNet [52], SINT [53],
CF2 [25], CNN-SVM [36]. 2) three modified CNN-based
trackers: DeepMEEM, DeepKCF, and DeepSRDCF by substituting the state-of-the-art trackers MEEM [14], KCF [29],
and SRDCF [31] with VGG19 features. For completeness,
the results of HDT [27] are also presented. We note that
MDNet, CFNet, and SINT use CNN features fine-tuned on
videos. The remaining trackers including ours use CNN
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Fig. 10. One pass spatial robustness evaluation and temporal robustness evaluation results on the OTB100 dataset.
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Fig. 11. Attribute-based evaluation on the OTB100 dataset. For completeness, we also include the overall results.

features pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [54] without
fine-tuning.
Figure 10 presents the OPE, SRE, and TRE results on
the OTB100 dataset. In terms of OPE, HDT∗ performs favorably against all evaluated trackers. On the other hand,
HDT∗ performs slightly worse than MDNet in terms of SRE
and TRE. In addition, the proposed HDT∗ outperforms the
preliminary HDT by more than 5%.
We also present tracking results in terms of each attribute
on the OTB100 dataset in Figure 11. Overall, HDT∗ performs
well in challenges of background clutter, shape deformation,
occlusion, low resolution, and out-of-view. This can be attributed to the proposed adaptive hedge algorithm, which
adaptively weights component trackers to use CNN features

with rich spatial details extracted from first few layers and
high level semantics features extracted from last few layers.
In contrast, other CNN-based trackers (e.g., CNN-SVM and
MDNet) only exploit features from the last few layers. In
addition, we note that CF2 does not perform as well as
MDNet and HDT∗ despite exploiting features from different
convolutional layers. This can be explained by the fact that
CF2 uses fixed weights for different convolutional layers
and thus may not perform well in challenges with rapid
appearance changes.
Table 6 presents the tracking results on the VOT2016
dataset in terms of the EAO metric. The VOT2016 evaluation
system conducts experiments on each image sequence in
two settings: unsupervised and baseline. The first setting is
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#0001

HDT*

MDNet

CFNet

CF2

SINT

DeepKCF

DeepSRDCF

Fig. 12. Sample tracking results on challenging image sequences (from left to right and top to down are bolt2, coke, diving, dragonBaby, football,
human2, human9, ironman, shaking, trellis, basketball, suv, biker, box, coupon, and girl2, respectively).

TABLE 6
Experimental results in terms of the expected average overlap metric
on the VOT2016 dataset. The best three results are shown in red, blue,
and green, respectively.

ECO CCOT HDT∗ CFNet MDNet
Unsupervised 0.529

CF2

Deep

TABLE 7
Run-time of the evaluated tracking methods in terms of frames per
second on the OTB100 dataset. The tracking results in terms of the
AUC and precision metrics are also presented.

Deep

SRDCF KCF

0.516

0.564

0.460

0.520

0.503

0.490

0.412

Baseline

0.357

0.335

0.275

0.201

0.257

0.230

0.256

0.177

Overall

0.443

0.426

0.420

0.331

0.389

0.367

0.373

0.295

based on one run of each tracker once. The second setting is
based on 15 runs of each tracker with re-initializations using
ground truth when tracking failure is detected. The overall
results are the averages of the unsupervised and baseline
scores. The results show that the HDT∗ method ranks the
1st, 3rd, and 3rd in the unsupervised, baseline, and overall
scores, respectively. It should be noted that the unsupervised setting is closer to real applications, which indicates
that the HDT∗ method is suitable for real applications. In

FPS
AUC
Precision

HDT*

MDNet

SINT

CFNet

CF2

1.4
0.687
0.912

1.1
0.659
0.889

7.4
0.572
0.768

17.3
0.568
0.748

0.2
0.635
0.851

Deep
SRDCF
10.4
0.562
0.837

Deep
KCF
7.5
0.431
0.628

terms of the baseline and overall scores, the HDT∗ method
performs comparably with the state-of-the-art algorithms.
Table 7 presents the average run-time of the evaluated
trackers on the OTB100 dataset. In addition, we also present
the tracking results in terms of the AUC and precision
metrics. As shown in Table 7, the proposed HDT∗ processes
1.4 frames per second, which is slightly faster than MDNet
(1.1 frames per second). Although CFNet and DeepSRDCF
run about 10 times faster than HDT∗ , they perform worse
than HDT∗ with about 10% decrease.
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4.5.2

Qualitative Evaluation

We present sample tracking results of the evaluated methods in Figure 12. For presentation clarity, only results from
the top seven performing methods are shown. Overall, our
tracker is able to locate the targets well in complicated
scenes. In the trellis sequence, the target undergoes rotations
in a cluttered background with varying illumination. From
frame 274, all methods except the proposed tracker drift
away to various certain extents. The tracking results by
the MDNet are not precise as the bounding box extents are
large. In contrast, the proposed HDT∗ algorithm is able to
track the target object well.
In the basketball sequence, at frame 664 the CF2 tracker
locates at the wrong object that is close to the target object. In contrast, the proposed HDT∗ algorithm is able to
track the target object throughout the sequence. When the
target is heavily occluded, as in the suv or girl2 sequences,
most evaluated methods lose track of the targets gradually
whereas the proposed algorithm performs well.

5

In this paper, we propose a tracking algorithm based on an
adaptive online decision learning algorithm to hedge weak
trackers, constructed by correlation filters on CNN feature
maps, into an effective one. The cumulative regret model
of the adaptive hedge algorithm varies the proportion of
current regret of each weak tracker over time. In addition,
we develop a Siamese network to measure the appearance
similarity between target templates and tracking results.
Extensive experimental evaluations on large-scale benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
hedge deep tracking algorithm.
APPENDIX

Theorem 1. If our adaptive hedge has access to N experts, then
for all loss sequences, for all t, for all 0 <  6 1 and for all
0 < δ 6 1/2, the regret of the algorithm to the top -quantile of
the experts is at most

81 ln2 N
1
8 ln3 N
+
](ln + 1).
δ
δ3


In particular, with  = 1/N , the regret to the best expert is at
most

[5(t − t0 )(1 + δ) +

1
5t(1 + ln ) + o(t).

In particular, the regret of our algorithm to the best expert
approaches an upper bound of
5t(1 + ln N ) + o(t).
The proof of Theorem 1 follows from a combination of
Lemmas 1, 2, and 3, and is presented in detail at the end of
the current section.
Lemma 1. At any time t, the regret to the best expert can be
bounded as:
max Rti 6 ct (ln N + 1).
i

Moreover, for any 0 <  6 1 and any t, the regret to the top
-quantile of experts is at most

8 ln3 N
81 ln2 N
+
](ln N + 1).
δ
δ3

The value δ in Theorem 1 appears to be an artifact of
our analysis; we divide the sequences of rounds into two
phases (the length of the first phase is controlled by the
value of δ ) and bound the behavior of the algorithm in
each phase separately. The following corollary illustrates
the performance of our algorithm for large values of t, in
which case the effect of this phase (and the δ in the bound)
essentially goes away.

(24)

Proof. We use Et to denote the experts that have positive
cumulative regret on iteration t. The first part of the lemma
follows from the fact that, for any expert i ∈ Et ,
0
N
X
[Rti ]+
[Rti ]+
Rti
exp( ) = exp(
)6
) 6 Ne
exp(
ct
ct
ct
i0 =1

which implies Rti 6 ct (ln N + 1). For the second part of
the lemma, let Rti denote the regret of our algorithm to
the expert with the N -th highest regret. Then, the total
potential of the experts with regrets greater than or equal
to Rti is at least:

N exp(

Here we first present the upper bound of the proposed
adaptive hedge as a theorem and then give its proof based
on three lemmas. For the proofs of the lemmas, please see
the supplementary material.

[5(t − t0 )(1 + δ) +

Corollary 1. If our adaptive hedge has access to N experts, then,
as t → ∞, the regret of our algorithm to the top -quantile of
experts approaches an upper bound of

ct (ln(1/) + 1).

C ONCLUSIONS

12

[Rti ]+
) 6 N e,
ct

which implies Rti 6 ct (ln(1/) + 1).
Lemma 2. For any time t,

ct+1 6 2ct (1 + ln N ) + 3.

(25)
2

Lemma 3. Suppose that at some time t0 , ct0 > 4 lnδ N + 16 δln3 N ,
where 0 < δ 6 1/2 is a constant. Then, for any time t > t0 ,

ct+1 − ct 6 5(1 + δ).

(26)

In Lemmas 2 and 3 we bound the growth of the scale ct
as a function of the time t. The main outline of the proof of
Theorem 1 is as follows. As ct increases monotonically with
t, we can divide the rounds t into two phases, t < t0 and
t > t0 , where t0 is the first time such that

4 ln2 N
16 ln N
+
,
δ
δ3
for some fixed δ ∈ (0, 1/2). We then show bounds on the
growth of ct for each phase separately. Lemma 2 shows
that ct is not too large at the end of the first phase, while
Lemma 3 bounds the per-round growth of ct in the second
phase.
We now combine Lemmas 2 and 3 together with
Lemma 1 to prove the Theorem 1.
ct0 >
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let t0 be the first time at which ct0 >
4 ln2 N
+ 16 δln3 N . Then, from Lemma 2
δ

ct0 6 2ct0 −1 (1 + ln N ) + 3,
which is at most:

8 ln3 N
32 ln N
8 ln3 N
34 ln2 N
81 ln2 N
+
+36
.
+
+
3
3
δ
δ
δ
δ
δ3
The last inequality follows because N > 2 and δ 6 1/2. By
Lemma 3, we have that for any t > t0 ,
ct 6 5(t − t0 )(1 + δ) + ct0 .
Combining these last two inequalities yields

8 ln3 N
81 ln2 N
.
+
δ
δ3
Now the theorem follows by applying Lemma 1.
ct 6 5(t − t0 )(1 + δ) +
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